
Breakdown data silos and reduce IT complexity by integrating on-premises systems, cloud
applications and other source systems using Cloudbridge's integration engine. Build and automate
multi-step workflows that streamline processes, improves productivity and reduces errors. Use a
simple point-and-click UI, prebuilt task library and visual Process Builder to create connections with
speed and ease. Centrally track and monitor all activity through a detailed live log and main
dashboard.
 
Cloudbridge provides users with a central hub to integrate and manage all the applications,
processes and data that make up the enterprise system — empowering users with connectivity to
every endpoint that accelerates productivity and digital transformation.
 

Data Integration

KEY BENEFITS

QUBIX CLOUDBRIDGE

Seamlessly connect and integate data and apps across
your organisation 

Improve user productivity Accelerate time to value

Designed for finance and business users Smart process automation

Cloudbridge enables you to connect critical
applications and data without adding complexity.
Leverage a best practice library of prebuilt integration
tasks, including modules for core Oracle ERP, EPM,
Database Analytics cloud platforms. Accelerating
digital transformation and providing immediate
business value.

Leverage an intuitive point-and-click user interface
that features a visual Process Builder, treeview
hierarchies and spreadsheet-like table editor.
Eliminate your dependency on IT with a single, low
code, simple-to-use data integration tool.

Once designed, a chain of processes can be run or
scheduled from either the start point or any point
further down the chain. Cloudbridge can support time
or file triggered workflows. Users can design and test
processes on Development and UAT environments,
then deploy in Production directly from Cloudbridge.

Cloudbridge's  visual Process
Builder makes it easy to design

integration workflows and view
your organisation's entire IT

landscape. 

Cloudbridge's Process-Builder allows users to
build and schedule complex, multi-step workflows
with speed and ease. Connect multiple on-
premises applications with SaaS cloud applications.
Reduce the time and effort required to perform
time-intensive integration jobs such as month-end
reports, daily back-ups, data migrations and more.



KEY FEATURES

EXAMPLE USE-CASES
Here are some of the ways in which Cloudbridge is helping our customers:

Enable the smooth flow of data between your apps, processes and systems with a
central hub for data integration and master data management.

Master data hub Visual process-builder 

Cloudbridge's Process-Builder provides a
highly visual experience to create data flows

and multi-step integration tasks. In one place,
users can see and manage all the components

and processes that make up your IT
landscape.

Smart process automation

Build multi-step processes and automate
their execution via a scheduler. Use either file

or time-based triggers. Run database
refreshes and business rules as part of the

process automation.

Data governance

Cloudbridge acts a single, centralised
interface for users to validate, cleanse,

synchronise and enrich master data across
your apps and enterprise systems. This
capability ensures that the information

accessed by users is trusted and accurate.

Centralised change approvals, access
permissions, email alerts and a full audit trail

ensures data governance policies are
followed with full traceability provided at

every stage.

Month-end loads of new actuals from ERP to Financial Planning and Budgeting applications, including data

from EBS, Cloud ERP, Netsuite and SAP

Synchronisation of the chart of accounts and other hierarchies between ERP and Financial Planning and

Budgeting applications

Real-time entry of orders received from global EPOS systems into ERP

Export of data and from Financial Planning to Consolidation and Close application

Export of data from Financial Planning to Analytical application

Application of user-defined rules to map codes between ERP and EPM hierarchies

Providing a spreadsheet-style UI to check and maintain data in staging databases

Performing sanity checks on inbound data to the EPM application and reporting any problems
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